Response to Reviewer RC 2
We thank reviewer RC 2 for their very constructive and detailed review which will clearly help to
improve this paper by pointing out weaknesses, but also suggesting the respective improvements
which we will be necessary to be included for final publication. Please find all the details below.

Review of TC-2020-376 by Fischer et al.
[1] The study by Fischer et al. is presenting for glaciers in the Austrian part of the Silvretta
group two different topics: (A) the results of a new glacier inventory and glacier changes (in
area and mass) over time and (B) the problems in accurately collecting the required information
in times of massive glacier down-wasting and disintegration. Both topics are relevant
and of interest, but I miss the connection between them and a more detailed elaboration of
cause and effect that goes beyond the presentation of new numbers in tables and some
vague speculations about processes that are not presented or observed.

We thank for pointing out that the interconnetion of these two topics is not clear, and that we have
to address this more directly than it is done in the first versionof the manuscript:
The interconnection results from the fact that we have to address the problems related to the
compilations of glacier inventories under the given glacier states before we are able to compile and
present a glacier inventory. We suggest to shift the mapping ‘problems’ to an own section with
suggestions, uncertainties and results.

[2] To give two examples here: (1) The difficult identification of glaciers under debris cover is
a key aspect of the study (topic B), but only the results of one method (elevation changes
from a Lidar dDEM) are shown.

We intended to show that surface elevation change data is essential in addition to optical
information for a proper delineation in particular of debris covered glacier parts. Thus, it is not a
single method applied, rather an additional method to standard process of delineating glaciers from
lidar hillshades, orthophotos or satellite images only.
But following this argument here, we will improve the comparison to other methods of mapping. We
will include Landsat and Sentinel imagery and improve the comparison with the recent Sentinel
inventory.

How the outlines have been derived from the Lidar dDEM /
hillshade and what the specific interpretation challenges are is not described (Fig. 6 in

Abermann et al. 2009 is of limited help here as it refers to a different region and boundaries
are hidden by thick outlines). The authors do neither present glacier outlines as derived from
the very high-resolution orthophotos nor those from a recent study using 10 m resolution
Sentinel-2 data, be it for comparison or to make the case why the method they have selected
is preferable. The four images in Fig. 5 are presented without such outline overlay closeups
so advantages / disadvantages of the available methods under such challenging conditions
are not presented. So I am unclear about what I can learn here about topic (B)?

This is a very helpful comment pointing out the necessity to improve the description in the text and
visual presentation of our graphs. We can include also visual comparisons to the Sentinel data set we
already cited.

[3] Assuming that Sentinel-2 data are and will be used now for quite some time to create
new glacier inventories all over the world, I would have loved to see such a comparison or
learn where the difficulties are at the metre scale when using Lidar hillshades compared to
orthophotos. For what regions do outlines differ and by how much, how does this impact on
total glacier area and what are the omission / commission errors? And how does such a best
quality interpretation deviate from Sentinel-2 outlines?
We will be happy to include this in the discussion.
Such an assessment would greatly
help in quantifying related uncertainties and problems when using satellite data. And, maybe
even more important for this study, it would also link topic (B) to topic (A). Instead, images
from 2002, 2009 and 2015 are shown with glacier outlines from 1850, 2006 and 2018 (Fig.
4). It is unclear to me what these images should reveal when their timing does not match to
the outlines, when regions of difficult interpretation are not marked, and when they are so
small that the important details are lost.
The time series was shown to answer the question of repeat time periods, as these time series show
how quick changes take place. We see that the description of what is shown and why is weak, and
we need a better link to the text.
We understand that we have to show more details, and explain better why the interpretation of
imagery is so much easier based on multitemporal data, as changes happen very rapidly now.
I suggest showing (but not in the introduction!) one
image with the area changes for a larger region and then one or two close-ups illustrating

the difficulties and/or differences in interpretation.
Thank you for this clear outline of how we could significantly improve our Figures! We also suggest to
rearrange this information in a separate chapter.

[4] My example (2) is about the inventory (topic A). I only find multi-temporal outlines for two
sub-regions, for one of them the same outlines are repeated five times (in Figs. 4 and 9) and
another one in Fig. 6B, whereas elevation changes are shown for 3 glaciers in Fig. 6(A) and
for 3 + 1/5 glacier in Fig. 9(B), but using a different colour table. Where are the maps for the
other glaciers? For such a small region I would expect an image covering the entire region,
one with outlines and one for dhdt.

We will add a figure of this type with annual means of thickness change to the manuscript.

Instead, in a highly inconsistent manner Fig. 6(B) shows

additional outlines from 1969 and 2002 whereas Figs. 4 and 9 adds outlines from rock glaciers
that hinder a clear interpretation of the area changes.
We can shift the rock glacier outlines to the discussion to avoid a confusion.

[5] As a suggestion, why not presenting a clear message and showing glacier extents from
1850, 1969 and 2017/18 to illustrate the dramatic shrinkage for the entire region and then
use strong close-ups to illustrate the details for one or two sub-regions? I would also strongly
recommend removing the rock glacier outlines from the glacier extent overlays. They are a
bit distractive, refer to a different topic, and partly mark regions that seem to be too large.
For example, the large one to the left in Fig. 9(A) is covering the still existing glacier ‘V’. How
can this be? Either there is a glacier or there is a rock glacier, but both at the same time?
We intended to point out the necessity of a homogenization of these two inventories, and at least it
seems that we have been successful to show that there is such a need. We will try to improve the
phrasing in a way that this point will be clearer.
I am aware that there is likely no consensus about where a debris-covered glacier ends and a
possible rock glacier starts, but seeing both on top of each other is confusing. Also the LIA
extent of ‘H’ seems to be too large as it ends beyond the ‘Moränenbastion’. How can this
be? If datasets were just copied from another study, I would at least discuss such inconsistencies.
At this scale such interpretation differences became much more obvious.
The datasets come from other studies. We will be happy to discuss these inconsistencies! The LIA
margins are based on orthophotos, and do partly deviate from the LiDAR landforms. The high
uncertainty of 10 % of the LIA area in highest regions without moraines, these inconsistencies
accounts not only for the uncertainties in the accumulation area, but also for the limited accuracy of
mapping glacier tongue extents.

[6] This example leads me to two other weak point of the study, it seems that some of the
raw data (rock glacier and LIA extents) have not been critically assessed and/or are based
on different rules of interpretation. As also other terminology is used a bit loosely with reduced
attention to details and the limits of interpretation*, it might be better to leave the investigation
of topic (B) to another study. As an example, the study by Leigh et al. (2019)
[doi.org/10.1017/jog.2019.50] provides a detailed analysis of the visibility of very small or
disappearing glaciers including a classification scheme and a cross-comparison of glacier
outlines using sensors of different spatial resolution and varying mapping conditions (e.g.

regarding seasonal snow). Neither this study nor the one by Janke et al. (2015) [doi.org/
10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.03.034] about the co-existence and classification of glacial and
peri-glacial landforms is mentioned here, giving me the (wrong?) impression that the authors
are unaware of the current state-of-the-art.
We focused on glaciological literature and tried to point out the development of our current
definition of a glacier. But we will consider to include the discussion on periglacial landforms.

This extends to citing glacier definitions by Walcher
(1773), Tyndall (1860) or von Klebelsberg (1948), but neither Cogley et al. (2011) nor
those from the GLIMS analysis tutorial (Raup and Khalsa 2007) which is providing guidance
for the remote sensing perspective and which I think is thus very relevant for this study.
We will include Cogley et al. (2010) and Raup and Khalsa (2010) (from the tutorial), as these are the
most modern versions of the older definitions, as well as a discussion on ice cored moraines.

* For example, in L71 I read that also Schnapfenkuchl M ‘cannot at first glance be identified’
(even during a field survey!) and L77 talks about increased debris cover with bare ice rarely
exposed. In fact, Schnapfenkuchl M is still a nice glacier with a well-defined accumulation
area and only very little debris cover (as visible in Figs. 2, 4 and 9A). This limited attention to
details would set for me a big question mark behind the discussion of topic (B) in this study.
It might be due to a rushed preparation of the ms, but it gives the impression that the authors
have not noticed it and are thus not in a good position to discuss the glacier question.

We are sorry for this typo! Instead of ‘The three Schnapfenkuchl glaciers as they present themselves
today’ it should read ‘The two Schnapfenkuchl glaciers V and H as they present themselves today’…

[7] As the 2nd weak point, I also miss the issue of scale-dependency of glacier interpretation,
e.g. that different glacier features are visible at different spatial resolutions, leading to a
different interpretation of glacier extent (without being wrong).
These points can be easily shown by additional images, e.g. in the discussion or the supplements.
We focused the paper on the highest spatial resolution available to detect surface elevation changes
in addition to optical data. Comparing different resolutions of optical data would be another topic,
and a potential follow up including not only sentinel, but also the ASTER and LANDSAT images (how
accurate can we expect the remote sensing inventories of the last decades to be, and which
implications does that have on the expected uncertainties in change mapping? We are fully aware
that using a different scale does not have implications on the quality of the data.

Similarly and as mentioned above when using different techniques (dDEM, hillshade, optical), the
authors seem to base
their conclusions on changes that are visible only at the metre scale and maybe in the field,
but do not check this back with the relevance of such changes (or calculate the impact). To
put it sharply, why does it matter when there are a few more rocks on the glacier surface?
Can the related impact on mass balance be seen or measured at all? How can additional
glacier inventories help in keeping track of buried glacier ice (see L414/5) when the related
changes are invisible (e.g. the ‘fade-out’ is gradual)? What spatial resolution and repeat interval
is required to do so and what do we learn from it?
The reason to tackling buried ice is mainly the hazard potential and hydrological impacts, as stated in
line 115 and 440.
In line 432 we state that
The vertical accuracy needed to represent the geomorphological processes of debris relocation
depends on the steepness of the area and on the temporal interval chosen. For a period of 10 years
and a slope of up to 40° for Alpine glaciers, a vertical resolution of 1/10 of the spatial resolution is
sufficient to distinguish volume changes by ice melt from erosion and deposition.
We will be happy to add some examples of past disasters and event chains.
The questions asked here are excellent points for the discussion and will be added in the revised
manuscript.
What is the effort and how can this
be done in other regions?
We focus the paper on our study site, as this is a first pilot study. We suggest including surface
elevation changes also in the analysis of glacier area changes of other regions where glaciers are
already small and get covered by debris like presented. UAV and time lapse cams can provide
solutions for small areas with potential for disasters.
I would have expected answers to such questions in this study as
the authors have excellent raw data available.

[8] The ms has also a high number of distracting inconsistencies, which give readers (at
least myself) a hard time and indicates that the ms might have been prepared in a rush. For
example, is Larrainferner in Fig. 1 marked by the number 1 (in a circle) or by the square annotated
with ‘Schnapfenkuchl and Larain’?
Sorry for that, Larain was indicated wrong! The viewing direction is given by the white arrow.
We will improve the link of the Figure to the text.

There is no indication in the Figure caption where
this box refers to (maybe the subsets shown in Fig. 4?) or which of the glaciers are Larain or
Schnapfenkuchl H / M / V. As also the viewing direction of Fig. 2 is not shown in Fig. 1, it is
very difficult to relate the oblique aerial photo of Fig. 2 to the glaciers in Fig. 1.
[9] Similarly, presenting an extreme close-up in Fig. 3 without any reference to where this
subset is located (this comes only 16 pages later in Fig. 9) or where a location map can be
found is confusing.
Indeed we missed to give the reference of the subset to a figure later in the manuscript. We will add
this in the revised version.To carry on, Fig. 4 is showing results of the study for topic A (outlines
from 2018) and Fig. 5 for topic (B), but we are still in the introduction section! Although there
could be some flexibility in the arrangement of the contents, I wonder why results are already
presented in the introduction?
As mentioned above we consider to rearrange the sections for discussion the challenges of drawing
the new inventory.
I am also confused to find a diagram illustrating the
methodological workflow in Fig. 10 as a part of the Conclusions section instead of the methods
section.
We consider the workflow as aim of the study, so tried to say in line 128 of the Introduction.
Therefore, it is straight forward to present the workflow in the result section. Focussing the study on
the inventory results and shifting the uncertainties in the discussion, we can shift the workflow in the
results section.

I would have loved to see it there to get a first overview on the methods used.

[10] This brings me to the methods section that is, in my view, a wild mix of datasets and
methods. When so many different datasets (glacier outlines, DEMs, orthophotos) from different
points in time, different sources and referring to different parts to the study region are
used to generate the results, I think a separate ‘datasets’ section is fully justifiable.
We will introduce a section on datasets.
Why not arranging all data used in a compact table providing a running number, dataset type,
source,
date, resolution, coverage, purpose, example figure reference, etc. This would give clear
guidance and reducing confusion considerably. I think it would also help the authors in presenting
the other sections in a more logical and better structured way.
Thank you for this helpful suggestion! We will arrange all the data in a Table.

[11] To finalize my general comments, I find the five tables a bit shabby. They use different
styles and fonts, include empty lines, miss capitalization, place units in different rows (or
not), etc., pointing again to a preparation in a rush. In this regard I recommend to arrange all
tables and figures at the end of the manuscript. This avoids creating half empty pages (4,
16, 20, 24) and overflow of figure captions to the next page, and allows at the same time to
have the correct figures side-by-side with the related text. Please also note that there is a
possibility for tables requiring more than one page to repeat the heading line on the next
page. One can also change the column width to reach an equal spacing of rows.

We will edit and rearrange the Tables to the meet required styles.

[12] Considering also my more specific comments provided below, I would conclude that this
study aimed at presenting something important, but the mixture of the two topics, the unclear
images and visualisation, the sloppy use of terminology, and the confusing structure makes
it difficult to follow. I understand that the authors were more interested in presenting the challenges
of glacier mapping and starting a discussion rather than solving the issue. However,
with the data at hand I think this is a missed opportunity for providing quantitative data. With
the currently missing link of the observed challenges to the derived datasets, I suggest that

the authors focus a potential revision of this study on the new inventory and related change
assessment. Please show and discuss dhdt maps for the entire region (incl. CH) and reveal
how outlines derived from different methods and datasets look like.
I am sorry to say that it seems that Swisstopo does not provide official LiDAR data from repeated
surveys for the Swiss part of Silvretta, so that the data base for including those glaciers is missing. We
are not aware of any repeat LiDAR data for the Swiss part of Silvretta from other sources. See the
homepage of Swisstopo, where the repeat Lidar is restricted to areas outside the Swiss Silvretta:
https://map.geo.admin.ch/

I see no problem in discussing
the main mapping challenges and related uncertainties in the discussion section, but
I would avoid making this a large second topic in the same study.
Thank you for this excellent suggestion to disentangle the two topics! We will consider to shift the
discussion in order of the rearrangement of the sections as proposed before.

Specific comments

L7/8: How is the contents of these two sentence parts related?

Although glaciers have been retreating for decades, as you state above, this is the first time that the
delineation of glaciers is not straight forward with respect to disintegration and increase of debris
cover. We will rephrase the sentence to two sentences:
Glaciers are retreating since the little ice age maximum, with increasing and historically
unprecedented pace during the last two decades. For the first time, the downwaste of glaciers
concern the majority of glaciers even up to summit regions, necessitating the adjustment of glacier
outlines at all levels from glacier tongues to steep cirque areas.
L15: ‘... calculated in relation to’: It seems the start of the sentence is missing.
Correct, the sentence has to be removed.
L29: Although it is used widely, I would not use the term ‘climate warming’, largely because
climate is more than temperature. ‘Global warming’ might work or ‘warmer climatic conditions’,
but otherwise I would use ‘atmospheric warming’ here.
Correct, what we actually mean is ‘climate change’.
L55: Which period, after 2000?
After 2003.
L55: Not only: try avoiding ‘Not’ and write it positive.
Will be changed
L60 (Fig. 1): The glacier with the number 1 should be Futschölferner rather than Larainferner
Correct, will be changed.
L63: Figs. 2 and 3 are static, they do not show any changes.
Correct, should be Figs 4 and 5.
L65-70: Why is this in the introduction? It reads like a dataset description and refers to
length changes, which are not further analysed. I would likely get it when the authors
would illustrate the mentioned problems with images, but instead they switch the topic
and show first something rather different in Figs. 2 to 4. In Fig. 5 (L103) they come back
to the topic, but the related Fig. 5 does not show where the length changes are measured
to get what the problem is. I find this confusing and of little help to see the relevant points.
We will remove this paragraph.

L71: I see Schnapfenkuchl M very well in Fig. 2, why do you write that it cannot be identified
at first glance?
As stated above, this should be the two Schnapfenkuchl glaciers V and H.
L72/73: What is meant with ‘the geomorphological structure’ and how would it look like when

it is ‘dominated by ice dynamics’?
Alpine Glaciers with significant ice flow often show a change of aspect and and increasing slopeat the
margins. As you suggested to include the 2 geomorphology papers, we can refer to those.
And why could this be expected for ‘debris-covered valley glaciers’, which are in many cases just
near-stagnant down-wasting ice masses?
Because these tend to have steep lateral moraines in contrast to flat glacier tongues, so that there is
a change in slope and aspect between ice and periglacial area. This is not the case here.
Though a bit hidden by the red arrow in Fig. 2, I can well see flow structures of debris
bands on the surface of Schnapfenkuchl M.
This glacier is hardly covered by debris. Shear crevasses and Ogives may be visible, but not discussed
in this context. As you suggested to include geomorphology papers in the discussion, we have to
adapt what you might refer to as ‘sloppy wording’ to correctly refer to the syntax of this discipline.

L75 (Fig. 2): The viewing angle of the image is a bit unfortunate as glaciers H and V are hard
to see from this perspective. I suggest showing a close-up - if at all - as I do not get what
the purpose of this image is (e.g. compared to Fig. 4). Moreover, ‘rock glacier’ is difficult
to read and the left one is also covering steep rock walls. Please do not present ‘M’ as a
glacier with increased debris cover and rarely exposed bare ice when the glacier is largely
free of any debris. Please also be precise with arrows, the remains of V are located
much higher up (where the snow fields are).
Ok, I had the impression that there is a glacier mouth right at the location of the arrow visible in the
orthofoto of 2015, with subsidence indicated in the elevation change map. Of course this can be also
classified as dead ice.

L80: Show where this subset is located in Figs. 1 or 2 or 4.
We will add this reference.
L81: Aren't these (deformed) ‘stratigraphic layers’ a sign of ice dynamics (see Leigh et al.
2019) and thus in contrast to the statement in L73?
This layers may be a sign of past ice dynamics. More likely they are a product of differential snow
deposition and ablation resulting in the spatial distribution of firn layers.
L84 (Fig. 4): I find the white lines disturbing and would remove them, similarly for the rock
glacier outlines.
Ok, so no elevation information is needed? We can remove them, or add elevation information in a
coarser scale.

We will consider to reduce the number, adapt the colour and to label the countour lines accordingly
to reduce disturbance but enable orientation on elevation gradient within the figure.
The multi-temporal glacier outlines are a bit too thin.
We will adjust the line style.
Why is the glacier
name annotation not shown in the 2015 example?
No specific reasons. We will adress that.
Why do the image dates not match to
the outline dates?

As the mentioned in the method and the discussion of this study shows, it is hardly feasible to
determine glacier outlines without the required high resolution surface elevation information in
particular for small glacier. Thus, reasonable glacier inventories are in line with the ALS surveys and
not with orthofotos, only.
As it is nearly impossible to trace the glacier changes from image to
image, I would show only one image (maybe the first or the last one) and show it big.
We will rearrange the images in order to show all necessary information.
Please also note, there is lots of glacier free area to the left of V, but Larainglacier is partly
cut away. I suggest shifting the cropping to the east.
Thank you for this comment. We will adjust the cropping accordingly.
L85: ‘show that the glacier changed quite rapidly within this time’: this is hard to see from the
images but also difficult to see from the outlines (as the white and orange ones interfere).
Thank you for this hint, we will change that!

L86: ‘The former accumulation area of Larainferner lost contact ... and 2009’: Where is this
‘former accumulation area? Please mark it (and the disconnection) to make the case.
Ok, we will mark the location.
Please also note that what has been disconnected was a tributary glacier. As one can
see from the images, snow accumulation still takes place below (and to the left and right)
of this separated glacier. So the statement seems incorrect.
Ok, we will change the text to ‘from the main accumulation area’.
L87: Is ‘eastern Schnapfenkuchl’ H? Please show close-ups, to show the temporal evolution.
Yes. We will show close ups.

L88: 2019? The image is from 2015 and the outlines are from 2018.
Sorry, we will correct the typo.
L92/93: Figure 4 does not show an image from 2006 and most of the features in the list are
neither visible nor marked on the images. As mass balances have not been measured
(?), the term ‘accumulation areas’ seems misleading and should be replaced with ‘remaining
snow cover’ or similar. I suggest removing the englacial drainage systems from
the list and consult Leigh et al. (2019) for more suitable indicators (e.g. deformed debris
bands). Maybe show a close-up with H M V only to see something?
Ok, we can change that. 2006 obviously refers to Fig 5., we will check what happened here. Following
the argument here, to consult Leigh, we will list all the potential glacier definition including
geomorphological ones in the introduction I guess? Close up: ok!

L95: I do not understand this, M is still a well visible larger glacier. Writing here that you
would hardly map any glaciers here is highly confusing and gives the (likely wrong) impression
that you have no idea how a glacier looks like, i.e. it crashes the entire study!
That is correct, we will revise this. Schnapfenkuchl V and H are nice examples for the discussion
raised in this study in contrast to the more classical glacier Schnapfenkuchl M.
L96 (Fig. 5): The order of images is strange, why not clockwise or 2006 and 2012 side-byside?
We can rearrange that.
Why are there only arrows in 2006 and 2018, and where do they point to? What
about marking possible glacier extents to reveal interpretation problems? As for Fig. 4,
why is the glacier to the right partly cut?
We will revise this Figure and adjust the cropping.

L98: Why plural, there is only one flat summit glacier? Why ‘completely disintegrates’, it is
still a single entity that has just lost some area?
We will rephrase this.
Where do the ‘melt rates of 1.5 m’ come
from?
Measurements on 3 ablation stakes located on Jamtalferner. We will cite that.
Why plural? Has a melt rate been measured at several places and is the mean value?
Yes.
Where have the melt rates been measured? Is it an annual rate?

Close to Jamspitze, Chalausspitze and Ochsenjoch. Yes.
L99: I see the developing rock outcrop but where is the debris cover? Where should the debris
come from when this is a ‘summit glacier’?
The debris originates from the rocks at the summit. We can include a photography of the last phase
of downwaste when englacial debris spreads out as already described by Srbik for the 1930s.

L105: This seems to be incorrect. I can still see bare ice in 2012 and 2015
Even if barely ice is visible, the by far larger part is covered by debris at the glacier tongue. We will
improve the description.
(what is with
2018, is the ice back then?).
We cannot follow this idea, but may add a sentence on that.
The main problem here is that Fig. 5 does not reveal where
the length change measurements are taken or which parts of the glacier turn from bare
ice to debris-covered ice.
Ok, we can include this data.
Apart from this, I disagree with the interpretation by the authors:
There was likely some ice left in ice cored moraines in 2012, but by 2018 all ice melted.
We still have subsidence and can observe loose ground in the area. We no indication that the ice
melted completely in 2018.
So this is not really a glacier showing an increasingly debris-covered tongue, but glacier
ice that melted, leaving behind bare (debris covered) ground.
The debris on this glacier tongue mainly originates from englacial debris accumulating at the glacier
surface while ice downwasting. This reliable finding is based on field trips to this area. However, if
you have evidence on your thesis from field visit or literature we are open to that discussion..
L106: As this glacier has barely any debris cover, the impact on the accuracy is likely small.
In any case, a comparison to satellite-derived extents from 2016 would have been worthwhile
to make the point.
We will include Sentinel data in the revised version and use that as a best example.
L107: In the caption I read 1.5 m? #
Yes, more than one is no contradiction to 1.5 and accounts for the range within the measurements.
Does the ‘as measured on Jamtalferner’ belong to the
‘more than 1 m w.e.’? Why is it here?

As above, same stakes.
Now it reads as if the disintegration of the flat glacier
has been measured on Jamtalferner, which I find confusing.
We will rephrase that.
L107: As stated above, this is likely a down-wasting but not (yet) a disintegrating glacier that
should be composed of several individual pieces. Moreover, disintegration has only a limited
impacted on mapping accuracy, so this example does not fit very well.
We will rephrase that.

L108: Should this mean ‘debris from rock fall’? Where should the debris come from during
disintegration or down-wasting? Is this all englacial debris?
We so far did not find a way to tackle the source, it seems that also subglacial sediments are
transported to the surface by melt water if the ice thickness is lower that about 5 m.

L110: Why ‘we will ...in the coming decades’? This sounds as if this might happen at some
point in the future. Actually, we follow it for more than 3 decades now (Figs, 4, 5 6b, 9a).
… even 150 years, but most of the glaciers in the study did enter a new phase now.
L110: What is a ‘large glacier system’?
Sorry, we will add an example what can be considered large in this respect, as for example
Bieltalferner 1850.

L111: ‘for the last hundred years’: Again, a rather imprecise statement considering the well
documented advance phases of the glaciers over this time period. The related moraines
from the 1920s and 1980s advance can also be seen on some of the orthophotos.
We will include a citation on these advances.
Similarly,
this is not only observed in the Silvretta region but in the entire Alps (and globally).
We can add citations on other studies here.

L110-112: I would like to use the above example for pointing to the often confusing / interrupted
/ hard to grasp structure of the text. Why first writing that rapid recession will likely
occur in the future and then stating that it has already happened over the past 100 years?

The second sentence refers to the second part of the first sentence. We will go over the text and
shorten and didentangle the sentences to improve the flow of the text.

The first statement implies that it has not happened yet so the next sentence is a direct
confirmation that the first statement is wrong. Why not write that widespread glacier recession
was observed in the Alps over the past 150 years (incl. Silvretta), that recession
has more recently accelerated (this would require some proof of evidence) and will very
likely continue in the future (e.g. due to the committed mass loss)?
Thank you for this suggestion!
L 113: The 5 pages before only discuss aerial photography, the advantages of Lidar are not
discussed at all. The possibility to detect hidden ice by its down-wasting is not even mentioned.
Ok, thank you for this hint!
There is also nothing about the spatial resolution requirements to detect the relevant
details.
When we include the close ups, we will give special attention to that.
In other words, the introduction discusses a lot of things but has a limited
perspective on what is relevant or motivating the study. Please introduce all relevant topics
appropriately, this is in my opinion the purpose of an introduction section.
ok
L113: Where is the ‘glacier fade out’ by Lidar been shown? I only see two distinct maps for
different regions and a fixed time interval. ‘Fade out’ is for me a process occurring over a
longer time and should thus be documented by time series. This has been done for outlines,
but not for Lidar as stated here. Please check the text against the work presented.
Ok, we will include that volume changes include changes between two different dates. We do not
use single LiDAR images for mapping glacier outlines.

L114/5: This statement is correct but what has it to do with the text before, e.g. the difficult
mapping? What is the relevance of the glaciers presented in Figs. 2 - 5 for sea-level rise?
That is correct, we will remove the citation.
L115: Instead of using glacial and post-glacial (which more refer to LGM glacier extents) I
suggest writing ‘a landscape with glaciers evolving into a glacier-free landscape’.
ok

L116: How does the monitoring by remote sensing help in ‘dating of paleoglacial landforms’?
For example by constraining the time period of succession in the periglacial areas, which is needed
for the interpretation of pollen profiles.
L118: I think this is not the definition of a glacier inventory.
We will change that to ‘Austrian glacier inventory’ and replace ‘definition’by ‘aim’.
L118: ‘of all glaciers in the region’: I do not find a figure showing this
Figure 1?
and also Table 5 is only
presenting glacier areas from two points in time rather than discussing the changes.
We can include LIA, 1969 and 1998.
L119/20: These are indeed two relevant questions, but where has this been shown in the
study? Which landforms can be neglected and what is the impact?
We will quantify that.
L120: ‘in a stage of rapid glacier shrinkage’
ok
L 126 (bullet II): I miss a critical discussion if the short 2002 to 2004/06 interval makes sense
at all, e.g. compared to uncertainties.
This means a bit changing the focus of the paper from the first repeat LiDar inventory to more basic
questions treated in Fischer et al 2015. This data exists, and there is no need to analyse the data of
this short period. Nevertheless, as the extreme summer of 2003 is included, it is still interesting to
discuss this short period.
There is also no image showing a dhdt map over
this time period.
Without such a proper documentation and discussion, the presented results
for this period seem unreliable and should thus not be presented. If the authors think
the comparison is reliable and reveals something important, please show it and discuss it!
As we have a number of additional task requested in this review, I think we better skip the time
series of inventories and include the remote sensing comparison as above.

L128: ‘under conditions of rapid glacier decay’
ok
L131: As suggested in the general comments, please use a separate section to describe the
datasets and the methods. Please consider discussing in the introduction only the larger

background and motivation for the study, before presenting details of the study region in a
further section. And please keep out the results (Figs. 4 / 5) from the introduction!
Ok, as answered above
L133-136: All these datasets are shown in Section 1 before they are introduced ...
We will restructure the text.
L169 (Fig. 6A): The bluish parts in the background (with positive values) look like a shaded
relief, indicating that the two DEMs used here have not been correctly co-registered.
We described the coregistration process with all uncertainties in detail, including the difference in
resolution of the images. The deviations in the image just show these uncertainties well known and
described for steep terrain.
What does N, M, S mean?
Nord/North (N) Mitte/Middle (M) Süd/South (S)
It is unclear to me why the outlines have been mapped where
they are, what are the rules? I can follow the ‘maximum change’ rule near the terminus,
but partly the line is outside the bluer regions.
Ok we will check that.
L169 (Fig. 6B) I wonder why this figure requires outlines from 4 further dates, hiding details
of what is visible in the image? When the purpose is to reveal the accuracy of the dhdt interpretation
in Fig. 6A, I would show close-ups, compare it against outlines derived from
the orthophoto, and discuss differences in interpretation at the pixel level. The current
overlay tells me nothing in this regard.
ok
L180-250: This is all rather theoretical and should be there, but I am unclear how it helps
interpreting the results or how this information is supporting the goals of the study. I have
described above and in the general comments what I would have liked to see here (e.g. a
comparison of the results obtained with different methods or how the differences in interpretation
impact on the overall results).
This part is important, as it explains why you see the bluish color above.
L220: Shouldn’t this be Section 2.5?
yes
L250-290: The results section is only presenting inventory data and volume changes. The
results for the two research questions (L119/20) are missing. There is a qualitative discussion

in Section 4, but no quantitative evidence is given to support the statements.
Ok, we have to adapt the study aims to include all the topics you suggested.
L285: Why should there be a relation between mass balance and glacier area?
We have been interested to know how the specific glacier of different sizes reacted to climate
change. We do not propose a relation, it is just that the last inventories (in Austria as well as
Switzerland) showed different responses of small and large glaciers, mainly because the tongues of
the large glaciers are subject to large ablation rates.
Wouldn’t be
glacier mean slope, aspect or elevation the more interesting variables for a scatter plot?
We will discuss to include that.
L288: Please sort the table alphabetically or refer to the numbers in Fig. 1. Mark ALL glaciers
listed in this table in Fig. 1 (rather than numbering a selection that is never used for
anything). This Table might be shown in the supplement.
ok
L306: I think ponds or crevasses are not ‘stable surface structures’.
We will add the time we refer to.
L308: I do not understand this connection, what does a bore hole tell me about surface velocities
due to sliding debris and rock?
The vertical profile of velocity and the stratigraphy allows to see which stratigraphic layers of the
rock glaciers move relative to others
And why ‘sliding’ on the ice?
We refer here to the deformation profile of Lazaun rock glacier , Krainer et al- see the draft.
Isn’t a rock glacier a
frozen body of ice and rock (below zero degrees) that is creeping?
Yes. However, rock and ice are not evenly distributed within the matrix , and it can contain ice lenses.

L309: Should this mean exits or emerges at the terminus? Does this emerging water define
where the terminus is?
At least we take the samples where we observe the current outlet of the ice body.
L315: This might be correct but what about the effort and the limits imposed by spatial resolution?
When resources are limited and aerial photography or Lidar DEMs are unavailable,
one has to decide what to do with the available personnel resources and datasets to
get an inventory finalized. I would have expected here a recommendation about such limits

from the datasets analysed here.
There is a clear if, ‘if we want to keep track’. Limits are found a bit further in the text, and as you
suggested we can include close ups so that it is easier for the reader to see the limitations.
L316: This should be Section 4.2 rather than 4.4 and so forth for 4.5 (=> 4.3), etc.
Yes, as above.
L322: How can ice melt in a region with permafrost, i.e. with temperatures below zero?
Why not? We often observe permafrost in a suited microclimatic setting neighboring melting snow
and ice or even running water.
L323: Why debris flows? This looks as ice that is exposed because rocks slid down on a
steep slope (cf. Fig. 3).
This often happens during heavy precipitation events.. Nevertheless, debris flow (not in a
hydrological sense) may be the wrong wording here, changed to debris sliding down the ice.
L325: ‘needs a high temporal frequency of inventory data’ I think this issue cannot be resolved
by just increasing the frequency of inventory data. The temporal and spatial scale
we are discussing here points more to a frequent (daily?) observation by a good webcam
with repeat DEMs derived from drones.
Sorry we have no data to compare to the annual or even subseasonal time scale. We argue that at
least every 5 to 10 years a high resolution inventory will be needed to keep track.
Such an effort can likely be justified for scientific
investigations, but for regular monitoring it seems to be too demanding.
This may depend on the hazard potential and the corresponding area of interest.
L334: The inserts show some bare ice but where are the debris flows?
We will add a close up.
L340ff: What about the remote sensing based glacier definition from GLIMS?
See above, will be included.
L361: Just that two groups of scientists interpreted the landscape differently does not mean
that a transformation of the mapped forms has taken place.
Correct, and try to state here that it is a different interpretation of the same landform.
In a region with permafrost
and steep slopes the surface can also start creeping without the ice from a former glacier.
correct
Wouldn't also the glaciers temperature regime require a change from sliding to creeping?

Up to now there are no thermistor chains available at the tongues, nor measurements of sliding
velocities.
L386. What about comparing mass balances to Silvretta Glacier?
We tried to focus on the Austrian inventory.
L424: Why is Fig. 10 not in the methods section?
Because we consider this Figure to be a result.We can also shift the Figure in the extra section on
mapping.

